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1. Introduction

Methyl methacrylate (MMA), an essential chemical raw material, has drawn growing interest in the fields of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), functional coatings, lubricant additives, ion exchange resins, construction materials, lighting equipment, etc., due to excellent transparency and weather resistance [1–6]. It is worth mentioning that the production of MMA needs to grow quickly and steadily due to the increasing demand for MMA in the world [7–10]. Thus, it is necessary to develop a green process for preparing MMA efficiently.

In fact, several processes for obtaining MMA have been developed up to now, including the C\(_2\)-method (ethylene carbonylation, etc.) [11], C\(_3\)-method (acetone cyanohydrin (ACH), etc.) [12], and C\(_4\)-method (isobutylene direct methylation method (IDMM), methacrylonitrile process, etc.) [13,14], which are clearly seen in Figure 1. Based on the mentioned methods, lots of researchers have devoted efforts to exploring MMA production processes, notably including a separate process of a mixture of methyl methacrylate, methanol and water. For example, Wu et al. studied the optimization
design and dynamic control of the simplified separation process for MMA by using a one-column flowsheet with a middle decanter, which can cut operating costs by 35.9% compared to the industrial three-column design. Large disturbances of the feed composition can be effectively controlled [15]. Chang et al. studied an alternative design for separating mixtures (including methyl methacrylate, methanol, and water) using a distillation column, a stripper and a decanter. Compared with the traditional design process, the operating cost of during this improved design significantly reduced to 25.9%. In addition, based on open/closed-loop sensitivity testing, the overall design turns out to ensures the product of MMA with a high degree of purification [16]. The azeotropic distillation and ionic liquid eco-environmental separation of methacrolein (MAL) was investigated by Yan et al. to obtain MMA, and results indicated that used green process had significant economic and green-degree advantages [14]. Compared with related reports, C4-IDMM has gradually been regarded as a promising green technique, due to the low-cost equipment, short reaction path, and sufficient raw materials, and so on [12,13,17], though there are no large-scale uses in industry. However, it is still a challenge to develop the production process of MMA based on C4-IDMM economically. The method used in our study is based on the improved direct methylation of isobutylene method proposed by the Asahi Kasei Corporation. There is no MAA step during this process, which effectively avoids side reactions such as MAA polymerization, simplifies the process flow, and reduces energy consumption, thereby greatly reducing operating costs and investment costs and making it more competitive.

Figure 1. Comparison diagram of different production processes of methyl methacrylate (MMA).

Thus, the focus of this report is on the facile design of an MMA synthesis route by using a direct isobutylene methylation method to reduce the energy consumption. Moreover, ASPEN simulation software, an effective and common tool, is used for process simulation and data analysis at the same time.

2. Simulation and Experimental Methods

2.1. Main Reaction Equation

The production process-C4-IDMM of MMA in this study is based on the Asahi direct method, also called direct methylation as follows. Firstly, the oxidation of isobutylene (Aladdin Industrial Corporation, Shanghai, China) produces methacrolein, which acts with air in the liquid phase. Then, the product of the previous step undergoes the one-step esterification oxidation reaction with excess methanol (Aladdin Industrial Corporation, Shanghai, China) to obtain MMA, where the catalyst is Pd (Aladdin Industrial Corporation, Shanghai, China), and the carrier is CaCO3 (Aladdin Industrial Corporation, Shanghai, China) or ZnO (Aladdin Industrial Corporation, Shanghai, China), and the
activity and stability of the whole reaction is improved by adding metal elements of Pb, Bi or Zn, etc. [18,19]. The synthetic route is shown clearly in the following Equation (1):

\[
\text{Isobutylene} + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{Methacrolein} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{Methyl methacrylate}
\]

2.2. Whole Process Design

The process route for MMA based on direct methylation mainly includes an isobutylene oxidation unit, MMA synthesis and refining unit, and methanol recycling unit. The main process is shown in Figure 2. Practically speaking, using isobutylene as raw material, MAL is produced through a MAL synthesis reactor \((R_{\text{MAL}})\) with \(\text{H}_2\text{O}\) and \(\text{O}_2\). Mixed gases pass through the quenching spray tower (1), the dehydration tower (2), and the MAL absorption tower (3) to obtain MAL with high purity. Then, gas phases from the top of tower (3) undergo tail-gas treatment in separator (4) after methanol recovery, and a degasification process in separators (5) and (6). The liquid phases from the bottom top of tower (3) go into \(R_{\text{MMA}}\) to produce an MMA solution with relative low purity. The methanol and MAL recovered from obtained MMA solution in separation towers (7) and (8) are recirculated to towers (1), (2), and (3). Then, after separation of MMA and water in the MMA extraction tank (9), the MMA organic phase goes into a double-effect rectification process with an MMA low pressure tower T-1 (10), heat-exchanger (11), separating tanks (12) and (13), and MMA high pressure tower T-2 (14) in the scrubbing towers, and then the MMA with high purity is finally obtained.

Figure 2. The process design sketch of synthetic process of MMA by isobutylene direct methylation method.
2.3. Process Simulation

2.3.1. Thermodynamic Method Determination

Aspen Plus software (Version 8.4, Aspen Technology, Inc., Bedford, MA, USA) contains lots of different physical methods selectively applied to various conditions and materials with diverse characteristics [20–25]. In this report, the raw materials are mainly isobutylene, methanol, and air, where the gas phase conforms to Henry’s Law of the ideal gas and the gas law, and the liquid phase belongs to a non-ideal system. Therefore, the universal functional activity coefficient (UNIFAC) thermodynamic calculation model is selected for the MAL refined synthesis process, which is used for tower (1) and (2) (with the dashed red boxes, in Figure 2). The non-random two-liquid Redlich-Kwong (NRTL-RK) thermodynamic calculation model is used for other processes, such as the double-effect rectification process. It is worth mentioning that the application of the two models for accurately simulating and analyzing the vapor-liquid equilibria (VLE) and liquid-liquid equilibria (LLE) properties of non-ideal solutions is feasible.

2.3.2. Process Design

The whole process of obtaining MMA includes two steps of MAL and MMA production and a synthetic refining section. During the oxidation reaction of isobutylene, the gas phase components in the reaction system mainly contain isobutylene and oxygen. The reaction temperature and operating pressure are 380 °C and 1 bar (1 bar = 0.1 MPa), respectively. Due to the oxidation reaction of isobutylene with Mo-Bi as the catalyst, which is an exothermic reaction, the volume ratio of water vapor:isobutylene:air = 6:6:88 [26], and the reactor is selected as a stoichiometry reactor (RStoic) with an isobutylene conversion and MAL selectivity of 97.31% and 92.34%, respectively [26]. In the MAL oxidative esterification reaction, the system contains MAL, methanol, air, and other components. The reaction temperature and operating pressure are controlled at 50 °C and 1 bar, respectively, and the reactor is an RStoic with MAL conversion and MMA selectivity of 98.8% and 85.9%, respectively [27]. A strict-distillation module can calculate the rectification, gas-liquid separation, absorption, extraction, and countercurrent double-effect rectification for all separation units.

2.3.3. Data Acquisition

During the simulation process, the substances contained in the physical property system are ordinary and can be directly retrieved from the Aspen Plus database. The relevant operating parameters in the chemical engineering process and the actual operating conditions data play important roles in determining the initial value of the simulation process.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Process Recycle Design

Based on the need to save energy-saving, three kinds of recycle streams are used in the production process of MMA. Specifically, one is the water stream, as shown in Figure 2, where the water used in the quench spray tower goes into the dehydrating tower, and the extruded water goes back to the quench spray tower by a centrifugal pump, realizing water recycling. In addition, the energy-saving of one specific process largely depends on the full use of raw materials or a key intermediate product in this study. We focus on MAL and methanol. Clearly, the two streams from two separation towers for MAL and methanol (7 and 8, in Figure 2) are re-used back in the dehydrating tower (methanol, MAL, 1'), MAL absorption tower (methanol, MAL, 2'), and following mixer (methanol, MAL, 3'), contributing to increasing their utilization and reducing the consumption and the loss of intermediate products, further increasing the yield.
3.2. Design of a Highly Efficient MAL Absorption Column

How to absorb the MAL obtained from isobutylene is a key to preparing the MMA. Methanol regarded as an excellent absorbent for MMA, not only realizes the separate effect, but also does not introduce novel impurities, due to methanol being a reactant and absorbent, respectively. Thus, there is no need for subsequent steps such as rectification and purification for MAL, shortening the process and reducing the energy and economic investment simultaneously. Additionally, the desired MAL can be separated from a liquid by countercurrent contact with methanol in a MAL absorber column with a pressure of 0.2 MPa and an operating temperature of 34.2 °C. The absorption rate of MAL by the MAL absorption tower is 99.32% in this study.

3.2.1. MAL Absorber Column Stage

The MAL absorber column stage largely depends on the absorptive amount of MAL. The sensitivity of the absorption is analyzed using Aspen Plus’ RadFrac model. The stage of the absorber column ranged from 5 to 20. Figure 3 shows the flow rate of MAL \( f_{MAL} \) at the bottom of the column as a function of stage number. Clearly, \( f_{MAL} \) increases sharply as the stage increasing from 5 to 11, where it is close to the peak value. But, the \( f_{MAL} \) almost remains stable as the stage number continues to rise. As is well known, the higher the stage number, the higher the column height, indicating the higher pressure drop [14]. Therefore, the column stage number of 11 should be preferred after considering the equipment fee and high \( f_{MAL} \) comprehensively.

![Figure 3. Effect of stage number on the flow rate of MAL \( f_{MAL} \) in the bottom of the absorber column.](image)

3.2.2. Methanol Absorbent Flow Rate

The Aspen Plus’s RadFrac model is also used to determine the methanol flow rate. The relationship between of the \( f_{MAL} \) and methanol flow rate is shown in Figure 4. Clearly, \( f_{MAL} \) increases with the flow rate of the methanol solvent. However, the growth rate of \( f_{MAL} \) decreases gradually and nearly reaches to 0 when the methanol flow rate is larger than 3000 kmol/h, which indicates that excess absorbents are not necessary, in addition to reasons of higher cost and energy consumption. Thus, the preferred methanol flow rate is ca. 3000 kmol/h for the MAL absorption process.
Figure 4. The flow rate of MAL ($f_{\text{MAL}}$) in the bottom of the absorber column as a function of absorbent flow rate.

3.3. Controllable Design for MMA with High Purity

3.3.1. Double-Effect Distillation Design

The purity of MMA is the key factor for evaluating the practicability of the product and efficiency of the process. Here, MMA with a purity of 99.9% is produced by distilling the chloroform in the mixed liquid of MMA and chloroform in the extraction tank (that is, a chloroform recovery tower) for purifying MMA. The computational model used is a RadFrac model. Normal and double-effect distillations are used in this study. Clearly seen in Figure 5, though the product (99.9%) is also obtained by normal distillation (Figure S1 in the Supporting Information) the energy consumption of normal rectification is much higher than that of double-effect distillation, which realizes great energy saving efficiency of 39% and 74% for the heat-exchange equipment namely the reboiler and condenser, respectively, showing a great advantage of double-effect distillation for saving energy.

![Energy consumption comparison of normal and double-effect distillation.](image)

Figure 5. Energy consumption comparison of normal and double-effect distillation.

Figure 6 displays the process-sheet simulation of the chloroform recovery tower. Clearly, the specific detailed parameters are marked for each stream. It is worth mentioning that the purity of MMA increases to 99.9% (Kmol) from 52.2% (Kmol) in the double-effect distillation process, indicating
the high purity of the product and superiority of the designed chloroform recovery tower based on the double-effect distillation design.

Figure 6. Chloroform recovery process simulation based on double-effect distillation by the Aspen Plus software.

3.3.2. Design of a Promising Chloroform Recovery Process

The proposed chloroform recovery process includes two kinds of chloroform recovery towers with low and high pressure, respectively. The operating pressure in the high-pressure column T-2 is 3 bar, three times larger than that in the low-pressure column T-1 tower. The operating temperature is 60.7 and 98.9 °C for T-1 and T-2, respectively (seen in Figure 6). For the T-1 tower, the condensed-gas phase materials are discharged continuously at the top of tower, and there is no reboiler at the bottom of the tower, while a kettle-type reboiler is used in tower T-2, with no condenser at the top of T-2 for accurate simulation and calculation.

The next analysis focuses on the determination of essential parameters for towers T-1 and T-2, such as the feed position, the number of the plate, and the top output, using the RadFrac model in Aspen Plus.

Figure 7 shows the flow rate for MMA and chloroform as a function of the number of the plate. As for tower T-1 in Figure 7a, the flux of MMA at the top of the tower decreases rapidly, being the exact opposite of that of chloroform, when the number of the plate is relatively low (<10). Both the flux of MMA and chloroform remain approximately stable as the number of plates continues to increase. Similarly, as shown in Figure 7b, the flow rate of MMA at the bottom of the tower T-2 at first increases quickly as the number of plates increases from 2 to 15, and rises more slowly as the number of plates changes from 15 to 27. It is almost unchanged when the number of plates is greater than 27, resulting into optimal numbers of plates of 10 and 27 for towers T-1 and T-2, after the consideration of the maximal flux of chloroform and the minimal flux of MMA, respectively. Moreover, the relationship between the feed position and component is studied in Figure 8. For tower T-1 in Figure 8a, the constituent content of chloroform in the top of the tower increases sharply with the number of plates growing up, and the corresponding transformation law for MMA is the opposite. However, they all reach their stable value at the same time when the number of the plates is ca. 8. Interestingly, the variation tendency of the constituent content of MMA is like a parabolic curve as the number of plates increases (as clearly seen in Figure 8b), and the flux of MMA is the maximum as the number of plates
is ca. 9, where the constituent content of chloroform is the minimum simultaneously, which provides theoretical evidence for determining the optimal position of the towers T-1 and T-2.

**Figure 7.** The flow rate for MMA and chloroform at the top of tower T-1 (a) and at the bottom of tower T-2 (b) as a function of the number of plates in the respective towers.

**Figure 8.** The relationship between the feed position and the rate of flow for MMA and chloroform at the top of tower T-1 (a) and the rate of flow for MMA and chloroform at the bottom of tower T-2 as a function of feed position (b).
The influence of output in towers T-1 and T-2 on the separation effect is investigated by sensitivity analysis in Figure 9. The initial value is 20 Kmol/h. For tower T-1 in Figure 9a, there is no significant change in the amount of loss of MMA with the top output smaller than 28 Kmol/h and then increasing at a high rate of speed. The recovery amount of chloroform decreases slowly at the first stage (top output from 10 to 30 Kmol/h), and reduces sharply with a top output greater than 30 Kmol/h. The top output in tower T-1 is controlled at ca. 22 Kmol/h. Clearly, the optimal bottom output in tower T-2 is ca. 65 Kmol/h because of the lower flow of chloroform and the higher flow of MMA (seen in Figure 9b).

3.4. Energy-Saving Optimization

Energy-saving or cost-saving is essential for material-preparation, process design, etc. in almost all areas [28–31], especially in the including industrial production of MMA. The heat exchanger network design is used to reduce energy consumption in this working by using the software-Aspen Energy Analyzer (Version 8.4, Aspen Technology, Inc., MA, USA), based on loop and pinch-point design principles, which includes several conditions of no utility cooler above the pinch-point, no utility heater under the pinch-point, and no heat exchange across the pinch-point, etc. Figure 10 shows the energy consumption change before and after optimizing the heat-exchange network, with the corresponding fitting diagram, displayed in Figure S2 and Table S1 in the Supporting Information. It is worth mentioning that before the heat-exchange (H-E) network, there is no heat exchange between one process hot stream and a process cold stream (i.e., without using utilities). Clearly, through the integrated heat exchange network design, heating steam consumption is reduced by 12.6%, and the cooling utility is reduced by 11.2% that is, the thermal and cooling loads after heat-exchange network design are much lower than before energy-saving optimization, with the heat-exchange area falling by 54 percent, indicating the great advantage of heat-exchange network research.
Figure 10. The change in heat consumption for thermal load (a) and cooling load (b), and the heat-exchange area (c) before and after heat-exchange (H-E) network optimal design.

4. Conclusions

In summary, a novel preparation process of MMA with extensive applications has been successfully designed via an improved green direct methylation method using Aspen Plus simulation software. Methanol is used to efficiently adsorb MAL, and a double-effect distillation design with T-1 and T-2 towers helps to separate MAL from the mixture of MAL and chloroform, which is a critical step for the production of MMA. The purity of the MMA product can reach 99.9% following recycle streams, double-effect distillation process controllability, and heat-exchange network optimization. Thus, this purposeful green process for producing MMA exhibits productivity and energy-saving superiority, providing valuable theoretical guidance for the practical production of MMA or its derivatives in many domains.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2227-9717/7/6/377/s1. Figure S1. The purification process of MMA using a normal distillation design. Figure S2. The fitting result diagram of processes for MMA before and after optimizing the heat-exchange network. The red and blue lines represent the heat increase and heat decrease of united facilities (such as condenser, reboiler, etc.). Table S1. The cool and hot stream information after the heat-exchange process, based on Figure S2.
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